We prove that the introduction of endogenous indivisible labor supply into the vintage capital growth model does not rule out the turnpike and optimal permanent regime properties, notably the nonmonotonicity properties of optimal paths, inherent in this model. 
Background
Vintage capital growth models feature non-homogenous capital stocks with a preeminent economic role for the age structure of these stocks (much beyond physical depreciation). The importance of this class of models, notably for the understanding of the dynamics of investment and the diffusion of technological progress, has been recognized from the 60s (see [1] ). However, the optimal control of the associated dynamic systems is highly sophisticated: the latter involve mostly delayed and advanced differential and integral equations with endogenous delays and advances, a class of infinite dimensional equations. As a result, research on vintage capital models has been blocked for decades. Recent developments in the analysis of functional differential equations have allowed this literature to resume in the mid 90s (see [2] for a complete overview of the literature of age-structured models).
In this note, we relax one of the traditional ingredients of vintage capital growth models (just like neoclas sical growth models indeed), the exogeneity of labor supply. We do it following the indivisible labor frame work of [3] , which has the virtue to allow for some further analytical work (due to linearity) in addition to its very known desirable economic properties. We essentially show that this extension does not rule out the non-monotonicity properties of the solution paths, usually referred to as replacement echoes, because they are linked to the optimal replacement of obsolete capital goods. This is specially true for permanent opti mal regimes or turnpikes, which have received particular attention in the related optimization literature (see [4, 5] ). The main results are given in Section 3 after the specification of the optimization program in Section 2.
The optimization problem

Generic optimal control problem
We seek to maximize:
subject to:
and inequality constraints:
with initial investment profile, 0 ( ), < 0 given. The problem consider the maximization of an intertemporal welfare function with an instantaneous utility function ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) depending on consumption, ( ) and time spent working, ( ), out of a unitary time endowment. The utility function is standard: ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) > 0, ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) ≤ 0, ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) < 0 and ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) ≤ 0. Equations (2) and (3) are, respectively, the production function and the equilibrium condition in the labor market. Indeed, in line with Solow et al. (1966) , the production function is Leontief: every unit of capital of any vintage produces one unit of output and consumes − units of labor, > 0 being the rate of labor-saving technical progress. ( ) is the age of the oldest machine still in use in or scrapping time. Equation (4) is the resource constraint of the economy, inequalities (5) are standard constraints: in particular, the apparently peculiar condition ( ) ≤ 1 allows to prevent the re-use of a machine already scrapped (see [6] ). Finally because the model involves integral constraints with (endogenous) delays, the optimization problem involved is infinite dimensional as use to be most age-structured optimal control problems (see [2] for a wide set of examples). As a consequence, the initialization of the problem is functional and not pointwise.
Specification
The problem extends [4] by including endogenous labor supply, ( ). In the traditional formulations of the vintage capital model (see [7] for an exhaustive review), labour supply is exogenous equal to given population size. We shall restrict our attention to the framework considered in [4] with linear utility in consumption. It is shown that in this case, and whatever the initial function 0 ( ), < 0,¹ the economy converges at finite time to a permanent optimal regime where: (i) the scrapping time is constant, ( ) = > 0, and (ii) solution paths show periodicity in a certain sense (replacement echoes). Indeed, suppose that the scrapping time is constant and labor is exogenous and fixed to any constant, then differentiating equation (3) yields
for big enough (but finite), with ( ) detrended investment, that is ( ) = ( ) − . The same conclusion is reached in [5] in a variety of vintage capital models.² We shall study the robustness of this claim when labour supply is no longer exogenous but is the result of an economic decision, that is when ( ) is a control variable.
To this end, we introduce endogenous indivisible labor supply following the influential work of [3] , a highly frequent specification in macroeconomic theory. This amounts to setting:
where ≥ 0. The linearity in is a fundamental feature of indivisible labor supply as it allows to generate realistic figures for the volatility of employment.³ The standard case is = 0 (and ( ) = 1, ∀ ≥ 0). Within this framework, we investigate whether the permanent regime properties identified in the model without endoge nous labor supply, notably the occurrence of replacement echoes, do also hold. This amounts to studying whether a permanent optimal regime with a (time-varying) interior solution 0 < ( ) < 1 can emerge. If only corner solutions for ( ) are sustainable along optimal permanent regimes,⁴ then we would prove that in troducing endogenous labor supply in the usual way into the vintage capital growth models does not break down the main property of its optimal paths, that's replacement echoes.
Optimality properties
To ease the exposition, we eliminate the control ( ) thanks to the resource constraint (4), we replace the con trol ( ) by detrended investment, ( ) = ( ) − , and we omit the inequality constraints (5) at the minute. By inverting the integration variables following a technique suggested by [6] , one gets the following Lagrangian once some irrelevant terms (dated before = 0) are taken out:
where ( ) and ( ) are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the constraints (2) and (3), respectively, and ( ), which can be interpreted as expected lifetime of capita goods of vintage , is given by:
First-order conditions for interior maximizers ( ) and ( ) are, respectively:
With respect to the traditional vintage capital framework, (8) is a new interior condition equalizing the shadow wage, ( ), and the disutility of work, . Of course, if ( ) > (resp. ( ) < ), one gets the opti mality condition for the corner solution ( ) = 1 (resp. ( ) = 0). As to optimal (interior) investment, using the optimality conditions (7) and (8) derived above, one identifies the optimal interior rule:
( ) being the quasi-rents delivered by a marginal investment made at over the lifetime of the capital good bought. Of course, ( ) = 0 (resp. ( ) = − ( )) if < 1 (resp. ( ) > 1). We can now state the first proposition of the paper: Proof. Derive the optimality condition with respect to ( ); it is given by:
which by (7) and (6) implies
If is an optimal (interior) control, then condition (8) should hold implying:
This is impossible for ( ) < ∞ at large (and for any non-empty interior time interval). For interior optimality conditions (8) and (10) to be compatible at large , the optimal scrapping time should check:
by differentiation of the optimality condition (11). This property is compatible with the "non-reuse" condition in (5) . It implies that ( ) = + , a constant on some time interval with non-empty interior. Precisely, one gets = − ln( ) . However, the latter property is incompatible with the optimal (interior) investment rule, and in particular with the associated definition of capital goods' lifetime (6).⁵ It follows from the previous proposition that in contrast to [4] and [5] , the interior solution of the optimal control problem cannot be a permanent regime or a turnpike. Does this mean that replacement echoes do no longer govern the dynamics of the vintage capital growth model with indivisible labor supply? The answer is no. Indeed, though the interior solution is not sustainable, the introduction of endogenous labor supply yields qualitatively the same permanent regimes (or turnpikes) as in the traditional vintage models quoted above. This is stated as proposition hereafter. Proposition 2. If < 1, the vintage capital model with indivisible labor supply delivers the same optimal per manent regime as in [4] . In particular, along this regime, (i) scrapping time is constant, ( ) = , (ii) investment is periodic: ( ) = ( − ), and (iii) ( ) = 1.
Proof. First of all, one can readily see that the three properties (i) to (iii) are compatible. Indeed, if ( ) = 1, one has to ensure that ( ) > , which by (11) and (i) implies:
( − ) > . The latter obviously holds at large .
Properties (i) and (ii) hold under ( ) = 1 because the problem is equivalent to [4] when labor supply is fixed. In such a case, only the interior solution ( ) = 1 is optimal at large , ultimately yielding properties (i) and (ii). Note that this is the unique possible permanent regime. Two alternative regimes may sound reasonable. First, ( ) = 1 and ( ) corner may be put forward. But it has been already proved by [4] that when ( ) = 1, the corner regimes ( ) = 0 and ( ) = 
